PRODUCT

CEDELEX.

Easily conduct trademark and design searches
User-friendly • Smart and reliable

SMD Cedelex
Discover a state-of-the-art search platform that brings you the best in trademark and design
search. Experience unparalleled user comfort and create truly professional reports with ease.

Proven quality
Through years of upgrading and fine-tuning, Cedelex has
become an integral part of the team for trademark law firms,
in-house counsel and trademark owners all over the world.

Special bonus for new users
All newcomers get 24 hours of FREE trademark searching
in any one of our databases!
Learn more and become a Cedelex user today!

Cedelex in a nutshell
T rademark searches in the most
important global jurisdictions across
all continents
I ndustrial design searches in nearly
40 national registers
I n-use searches on pharma names
in the IMS database
Create tailor-made reports
Administer your searches
Work more efficiently with your team

We are adding new databases
all the time. For an updated list
please visit our website
www.cedelex.com

COOL, SMART AND EASY.
Here are the Cedelex highlights
Always accessible

Collaborative working

The program is browser based; no need to bother with downloads
or updates. It provides access to the best available data online.
Cedelex is supported by Microsoft Silverlight and is available for
Internet Explorer and Safari, compatible with Microsoft Windows &
Mac OS X. The search algorithms are constantly improved.

Assign access permissions to colleagues and share searches,
preferred settings or report layouts to better collaborate as a team.
Multiple users can work on the same project successively or even
simultaneously to increase work efficiency.

Unlimited search options

You can easily create Excel, Word or PDF files from your search
results. The layout is directly tied to the screen view: What you see is
what you get. Logos can be exported just as quickly and easily. XML
format is even available as well.

You can carry out identical or complex similar searches. The entry
mask, or dashboard, contains 20 different search criteria. The number
of hits can be adapted by choosing a minimum similarity degree for
the trademarks found. For each hit you can perform an additional
internet search.

Fully customisable search view
To make each project easier, you can choose your individual
search and display settings and create your own favourites (such as
information given on the trademarks found, arrangement of table
columns, logos etc.).

Easy data export

Custom rates
Choose your own subscription package or pricing option based on
use. Various price models are available to best match your individual
needs.

Flexible usage model

Modular layout of reports

Subscriptions are not connected to workplaces, but to individual
users: If you buy two licences, two users may use the software at the
same time, no matter where they work.

To best meet your needs, the report layout is entirely flexible: All
elements of your search reports may be freely determined. Personal
report standards may be saved for future projects.

Unique support and individual training is a matter of
course for us.

Pre-selection service for searches with many hits
If your project is very important or if you are short on time, our
in-house experts offer a pre-selection service: With Cedelex, you are
able to send the list of results with a single click. Our specialists will
identify the most important hits based on similarity to the search term.
The reduced hit list will be sent to you by the following business day.
You can directly get to work on the updated list with Cedelex –
no time wasted importing data.

Free trial today!

Call +49 4102 8048-0
or register on www.cedelex.com

»
»
»

This is what our loyal clients say:
We appreciate the user-friendliness of Cedelex. The
automatic storage of previous searches is highly beneficial, because we can access former searches at any
time from anywhere.
Yvonne Nemitz, Patent Attorneys Einsel & Kollegen

«

The ranking of search results according to similarity is
very helpful. By this means, we can conduct searches
for our clients within less time. The multitude of search
criteria helps us to perform intelligent queries and
search strategies.

«

Georg Puchberger, Patent Attorneys Puchberger,
Berger & Partner

The browser-based Cedelex is excellent. The overview
of results including list view as well as detailed views
saves us a lot of time. Furthermore, the export features
are extremely comfortable.
Hans-Peter Lieck, Boeters & Lieck Patent Attorneys

«
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